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INTRODUCTION: Complex health interventions (CHIs)
are increasingly studied in comparative effectiveness re-
search (CER), and there is a need for improvements inCHI
research practices. The Patient-Centered Outcomes Re-
search Institute (PCORI) Methodology Committee (MC)
launched an effort in 2016 to develop formal guidance
on this topic.
OBJECTIVE: To develop a set of minimal standards for
scientifically valid, transparent, and reproducible CER
studies of CHIs. The standards are intended to apply to
research examining a broad range of healthcare interven-
tions including delivery system, behavior change, and
other non-pharmacological interventions.
METHODS: We conducted a literature review, reviewed
existing methods guidance, and developed standards
through an iterative process involving the MC, two panels
of external researchmethods experts, and a 60-daypublic
comment period. The final standards were approved by
the PCORI MC and adopted by the PCORI Board of Gov-
ernors on April 30, 2018.
RESULTS: The final standards include the following: (1)
fully describe the intervention and comparator and define
their core functions, (2) specify the hypothesized causal
pathways and their theoretical basis, (3) specify how
adaptations to the form of the intervention and compara-
tor will be allowed and recorded, (4) plan and describe a
process evaluation, and (5) select patient outcomes in-
formed by the causal pathway.
DISCUSSION: The new standards offer three major con-
tributions to research: (1) they provide a simple

framework to help investigators address the major meth-
odological features of a CHI study, (2) they emphasize the
importance of the causal model and the need to under-
stand how a CHI achieves its effects rather than simply
measuring these effects, and (3) they require description
of a CHI using the concepts of core functions and forms.
While these standards apply formally to PCORI-funded
CER studies, they have broad applicability.
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INTRODUCTION

Complex health interventions (CHIs) are central to efforts to
improve healthcare and patient outcomes. CHIs are generally
defined as multicomponent, adaptable interventions that act
independently or interdependently to change care processes
and outcomes and typically require specific involvement and
behaviors by patients, caregivers, and health professionals.1, 2

Examples include delivery system interventions, behavioral
and psychological interventions, and other non-
pharmacological treatments.
The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute

(PCORI) has funded a large research portfolio examining the
comparative effectiveness of CHIs. PCORI was established to
produce and promote high-integrity, evidence-based informa-
tion from research guided by patients, caregivers, and the
broader healthcare community. PCORI provides scientific
guidance for research through a set of Methodology Stand-
ards.3, 4 The Methodology Standards are intended to ensure
that the research funded by PCORI is of high quality and
rigorous. The standards are used by merit reviewers in the
assessment of funding applications, by PCORI staff in moni-
toring funded studies, and by external peer reviewers to eval-
uate final research results.
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The intent of the PCORI Methodology Standards is to
define the minimal requirements for valid research (rather than
offering “aspirational” guidance). Because of this emphasis on
minimal guidance, the standards are highly focused and often
less expansive than guidance provided by other sources. The
standards do not specify which specific research questions or
study designs (such as a randomized controlled trial or an
observational design) should be pursued. Instead, the stand-
ards recommend approaches for ensuring the integrity and
validity of the study after a research topic and high-level
design have been chosen. The standards comprise a broad-
based set of recommendations grouped in inter-related cate-
gories. For example, one category provides guidance on en-
suring the integrity of the collected data, while another
addresses appropriate analyses of those data for assessing
causal inference hypotheses. The standards have been contin-
uously expanded and updated since they were first released in
2012.
Given the frequency with which CHIs are studied in the

field of patient-centered outcomes research (PCOR) and the
acknowledged need for improvements in CHI research prac-
tices,5, 6 in 2016, the PCORI Methodology Committee
launched an effort to develop formal guidance on this topic.
The new standards were developed and reviewed over a period
of 2 years. While these new standards apply to PCORI-funded
research, they have broad applicability to studies of CHIs
supported by other funding agencies across numerous catego-
ries of health-related research.

OBJECTIVE

We aimed to develop a set of methodological standards to
ensure the scientific validity, transparency, and reproducibility
of studies of complex health interventions in PCOR. This
article describes the process of developing these standards,
the major themes, and the rationale supporting them.

METHODS

Development of methodology standards is a core role of the
PCORI Methodology Committee (MC), a standing committee
of experts in clinical, behavioral, and health services research.7

PCORI staff and MC members developed the standards
through a stepwise process depicted in Fig. 1.
To initiate our work, we formed an internal PCORI staff

working group led by a MC member who is an expert in the
field of complex health interventions (BSM). We performed
an initial literature review to identify seminal articles, includ-
ing guidelines, frameworks, and reviews that address the
design and methods for studies evaluating complex health
interventions. Our procedure for the literature review is out-
lined in Appendix 1. Subsequently, the working group fol-
lowed an iterative process of drafting and discussion with a
designated subgroup of the MC, which included

methodologists with backgrounds in implementation science,
health services research, and surgical clinical trials. The MC
subgroup provided feedback, revisions, and guidance through-
out the 18-month development process. The entire MC regu-
larly reviewed drafts of the developing standards during in-
person and teleconference meetings. After obtaining MC ap-
proval of the second complete draft, we held two teleconfer-
ences with separate groups of national and international
experts to discuss and provide feedback on the standards
(see Acknowledgments). Each teleconference had a duration
of three hours. The expert reviews guided additional revisions
followed by the release of draft standards for a 90-day public
comment period.
PCORI staff reviewed and addressed each comment by

either incorporating further revisions or explaining why revi-
sions were not introduced.8 The MC reviewed the responses
and provided feedback to PCORI staff prior to finalizing
revisions. The MC voted unanimously to approve the final
standards in March 2018, and the PCORI Board of Governors
voted to adopt the final standards for public release on April
30, 2018.

RESULTS

The activities to develop the standards led to three successive
drafts. The initial draft standards were based on the literature
review of existing guidance on CHIs, which covers a range of
aspects including intervention development, intervention de-
scription, and planning for and/or reporting on types of CHI
evaluations (e.g., process evaluation, effectiveness studies,
cost-effectiveness studies, implementation studies, and sys-
tematic reviews). While we pulled from these diverse sources,
our standards retained focus on the evaluation of comparative
effectiveness studies of CHIs, in line with PCORI’s mission.
The initial draft standards addressed six themes: (1) specifica-
tion of a conceptual framework, (2) description of the inter-
vention, (3) process evaluation, (4) selection of outcome
measures, (5) analytical approaches, and (6) reporting. Some
issues featured in existing guidance (such as sample size
considerations and choice of study design)1 were not included,
so as to be consistent with the overall focus of the PCORI
Methodology Standards. Input from the MC and external
experts then led to introduction of new themes, consolidation,
and re-organizing the standards. Public posting of a prelimi-
nary version of the standards yielded a total of 43 comments
on the draft standards. The final set of standards (Fig. 2) was
posted and explained on the PCORI website following their
authorization by the PCORI Board of Governors. Appendix 2
provides the expanded wording for the standards that was
disseminated to the public.9

The final group of five standards outlines the key elements
that researchers should consider, describe, and justify a priori
when designing studies to evaluate complex interventions.
The main differences in these standards compared with
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existing guidance include the requirements to describe the
CHI in terms of core functions and forms, explicitly
articulate/visualize the CHI’s hypothesized causal pathways,
and pre-specify expected adaptations. The sections below
describe each standard and outline the supporting rationale.

Fully Describe the Intervention and
Comparator and Define Their Core Functions

The first standard aims to address the recurring problem of
inadequate description of interventions by requiring investi-
gators to describe fully the intervention and comparator(s) that
they propose to study. The problem of inadequate description
may involve insufficient detail, use of inconsistent terminolo-
gy, or a lack of specification of the intervention’s intended
purpose(s).10, 11

This standard extends existing guidance by requiring de-
scription of the intervention in terms of core functions and
forms. The term forms refers to the details of the intervention
components and activities, which reflects existing guidance.1,
11–13 The term core functions adapts a construct introduced by
Hawe et al. that describes a complex health intervention pri-
marily in terms of the CHI’s core purpose(s) rather than its
components or activities.14–16 A core function is the funda-
mental purpose or desired effect (on patients, health

professionals, or staff behaviors) of a set of CHI activities.
For example, in a diabetes self-management program, a core
function could be ensuring communication between patients
and providers about home measurements of blood glucose
levels. Likewise, a core function of cognitive behavioral ther-
apy (CBT) is training patients in problem-solving and coping
skills. For this second example, the form comprises the activ-
ities carried out to achieve the training goal, including the
content, number and length of sessions, qualifications of the
provider who delivers CBT, and how it is delivered (e.g.,
group, individual, online, in-person). In the context of an
effectiveness study, it is critical to ensure fidelity to function
rather than to form: the form(s) selected for each core function
may vary based on contextual factors influencing the feasibil-
ity or appropriateness of selected forms.14, 17 In PCOR and
CER, fidelity to core functions is critical to ensure that the
same intervention is being implemented and studied across all
sites and settings, whereas selection of forms (specific details
of the activities for carrying out each function) may vary. As
the field rapidly advances, several examples have emerged
that operationalize these concepts.16, 18–22

The core function-form approach contrasts with conven-
tional approaches to defining complex health interventions in
terms of core components, which assumes that the forms of an

Final Standards
Revisions of standards based upon public comments. Approval by MC and adop�on by BOG.

Public Comment Period
14 organiza�ons submi�ed a total of 43 comments.

Approval of dra� standards for public comment
Feedback and approval of revisions by MC. Approval of dra� standards by the PCORI Board of Governors (BOG).

External expert feedback
2 teleconferences with 10 experts from the U.S. and the U.K.

Itera�ve dra�ing and feedback
PCORI working group with PCORI Methodology Commi�ee (MC) feedback.

Literature Review
Structured review of peer-reviewed and grey literature.

Figure 1 Process of development of the standards.

1. Fully describe the interven�on and comparator and define their core func�ons.
2. Specify the hypothesized causal pathways and their theore�cal basis.
3. Specify how adapta�ons to the form of the interven�on and comparator will 

be allowed and recorded.
4. Plan and describe a process evalua�on.
5. Select pa�ent outcomes informed by the causal pathway.

Figure 2 Final PCORI methodology standards for studies of complex health interventions.
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intervention—details of content or delivery—are critical to
achieving its effects. The conventional approach fails to con-
sider the importance of the causal pathway and mechanisms of
effect and the likelihood that alternative means are available to
achieve the desired outcome. Prioritizing core components
and introducing manualized interventions with highly speci-
fied (and often idiosyncratic) activities lead to several prob-
lems including (1) precluding beneficial tailoring of CHIs in
settings where resource constraints and other contextual fac-
tors require modification, (2) lack of explicit attention to a
CHI’s fundamental mechanisms of effect and how various
modifications strengthen or compromise a CHI’s effective-
ness, (3) errors in measuring fidelity (to form rather than
function), and (4) the inability to replicate or scale up study
results.15, 18

Specify the Hypothesized Causal Pathways
and Their Theoretical Basis

We developed the second standard to emphasize the impor-
tance of specifying explicit hypothesized causal pathways in
the planning phase of the study.1, 13, 23 A causal pathway
describes the sequence of events and mechanisms of effect
that produce changes in care processes and, ultimately, patient
outcomes. The causal pathways vary based on the health issue
under study and the intended effects of the CHI. Causal path-
ways should be based on relevant theory and capture the core
functions of the intervention under study. Terms such as
“conceptual framework,” “logic model,” and “theory of
change” often fail to convey the level of detail or explicit
commitment to identified (hypothetical or empirically sup-
ported) effects upon patients. This second standard requires
explicit description of the causal pathway as well as sufficient
information to assess its justification. Researchers should ex-
plain how the causal pathway is based on previously described
theories or provide empirical evidence to support the CHI’s
hypothesized effects. The description also should describe
how the forms or activities carrying out the core functions
are expected to interact and achieve their effects.
The requirement for specification of causal pathways aligns

with existing themes of the PCORI Methodology Standards.
The previously developed standards on causal inference re-
quire researchers to specify the causal model underlying the
research question.9 The causal pathway should depict the
intervention’s functions and how each function explicitly
interacts in a chain of events leading to the predicted change
in patient outcomes.24 It also should include key contextual
factors that may facilitate or reduce a CHI’s effectiveness.
These include both internal and external factors.25 Internal
factors can include organizational policies and procedures,
availability of resources (including qualified staff), and orga-
nizational culture and norms.26 External factors can include
regulatory influences, regional and national professional influ-
ences, and local social/cultural influences. Each of these fac-
tors can directly influence the outcomes targeted by a CHI

(e.g., community regulations or social norms discouraging
smoking that augment health system-based smoking cessation
initiatives) and can exert indirect influences by affecting the
specific form of the CHI or the extent of its implementation or
delivery (e.g., scope-of-practice regulations governing nurse
prescribing privileges).
The hypothesized causal pathway must be linked to its

theoretical basis and supported with empirical data when
possible. Making the causal assumptions explicit at the study
planning stage provides clarity about issues such as the selec-
tion of appropriate comparators, patient outcomes, as well as
the identification of key covariates, mediators, and moderators
to measure.1

Specify How Adaptations to the Form of the
Intervention and Comparator Will Be Allowed
and Recorded

S878 Esmail et al.: Standards for Evaluating Complex Interventions

The third standard requires investigators to pre-specify per-
mitted or expected adaptations to the CHI that may be required
to facilitate implementation and enhance effectiveness of the
complex health intervention in a given setting. These expected
adaptations must preserve the integrity (core functions) and
enhance effectiveness of the intervention. Contextual
factors—anything external to the intervention that may facil-
itate or impede its implementation—often limit the feasibility
of a standardized form of a CHI.13, 23 Issues such as time,
resources, training, organizational context, language, and cul-
ture may necessitate that CHIs be tailored to accommodate the
needs and circumstances of the local setting and population.27

Too often, study sites will introduce adaptations in an ad hoc
manner where the potential impacts of the changes on the
effectiveness of the intervention are not fully considered or
well understood and where they reduce fidelity to the under-
lying core functions. This third standard requires investigators
to consider and plan anticipated adaptations to the form of the
intervention, guided by explicitly identified core functions,
and to formalize this in a protocol.1, 12, 28

Specifying adaptations at the study design stage requires an
understanding of the core functions of the intervention and the
variations in form that will maintain fidelity to these core
functions.29 Ideally, adaptations will be supported with em-
pirical evidence (from prior research on the same or similar
interventions or pilot study) but at a minimum, they need to
have a clear rationale and be supported by theory. Permissible
adaptations should be (1) responsive to local conditions to
facilitate implementation and enhance effectiveness of the
intervention when implemented in each setting and (2) guided
by the core function. Fidelity to an intervention’s core func-
tions is critical to assure the integrity of the fundamental
purpose and intended effects of the intervention.
Unintended adaptations—adaptations to CHIs implemented

by researchers or healthcare staff that were unplanned and
improvised—will likely occur. The study protocol should
include procedures to track what changes are made, who made
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them, the frequency with which they are made, the reasons for
which they were made, and whether they are consistent with
the intervention’s pre-identified core functions.28 Identifying
expected and potential adaptations at the study planning stage
permits the researcher to consider the appropriate data collec-
tion points and approaches to manage, document/measure,
and report both planned and unplanned adaptations.

Plan and Describe a Process Evaluation

Some complex health interventions may have relatively small
impacts on the outcomes experienced by patients. It is thereby
important to learn whether the measured outcomes are due to
relatively low impact of the intended core functions or rather
that the intended core functions were not actually achieved.
Distinguishing between these two alternative explanations is
important when interpreting studies evaluating CHIs.13 The
fourth standard addresses this need by advising investigators
to plan and conduct a process evaluation to determine whether
and how an intervention achieved its intended effects. Process
evaluations provide key information about the expected im-
pact and mechanisms of effect of a complex health interven-
tion. They can inform future researchers’ and decision-mak-
ers’ efforts to reproduce and tailor the intervention and apply
the results to their own settings and patient populations. Pro-
cess evaluations can also help elucidate how an intervention’s
effectiveness may be altered by the setting and contextual
factors and therefore help explain differences between
expected and observed outcomes.23, 30

An essential feature of a process evaluation is to identify
measurable intermediate outcomes that are related to achieve-
ment of the intervention’s stated core functions. The causal
pathway (which provides the rationale for the core functions)
should drive the identification of process questions and data
collection.23 A process evaluation needs to be carefully
planned and scoped, to target data collection narrowly and to
minimize participant burden.
Interpretation of process findings can be enhanced by fur-

ther information about the ways in which the functions were
carried out. This involves how the CHI is implemented and its
alignment with what was originally planned in the study’s
protocol.12 The fourth standard requires investigators to mea-
sure and report the fidelity of delivery, adaptations (planned
and unplanned), and dose or quantity of the CHI forms or
activities.11, 12, 23, 28 Measuring and reporting how a partici-
pant responds to and interacts with a CHI (i.e., mechanisms of
effect) may identify causal mechanisms that had not previous-
ly been recognized. Furthermore, failure to achieve an inter-
vention’s core functions can sometimes be plausibly attributed
to contextual factors, which should be considered when deter-
mining what process-related data to collect.25, 31

The standards are agnostic regarding which methods or
analytic techniques can be used, as it depends upon the spe-
cific research question at hand. Both quantitative and qualita-
tive evaluations can be chosen, with the goal being a strong

overall evaluation that provides insights into mechanisms of
effect and the challenges encountered in carrying out the
CHI.32, 33 Quantitative methods generally are well suited for
measuring fidelity, dose, and reach and testing hypothesized
mechanisms of effect (mediators and mediation processes),
while qualitative approaches are useful in determining how
participants experience the intervention as well as providing
descriptive information on participants’ views of causal mech-
anisms.21, 23, 34–36

Select Patient Outcomes Informed by the
Causal Pathway

The fifth standard requires investigators to measure outcomes
relevant and important to the population of interest. Although
process evaluations are essential for understanding the opera-
tion and effects of a CHI, they are often limited in the ability to
provide information about an intervention’s ultimate impact
on patients. The patient outcomes are derived from the causal
model and should be measured at a time point appropriate for
understanding how an intervention affects patients.1

DISCUSSION

Development of the PCORI Methodology Standards on CHIs
was based on the approach PCORI has used for several years
to provide broad guidance for researchers and users of re-
search results. These standards are derived from recommen-
dations previously published by other groups but provide a
unique synthesis of the essential issues. Considerable effort
was devoted to ensuring that the PCORI guidance correctly
synthesizes and aligns with the latest methodological develop-
ments while reconciling any contradictions in published rec-
ommendations. The PCORI standards are also intended to be
“minimal.” They define the essential components of valid
research on CHIs but are not intended to be a comprehensive
summary nor a detailed guide to all possible approaches to
such research. The new standards offer three major contribu-
tions to the field: (1) they provide a simple framework to help
investigators think through the major methodological aspects
of their CHI study, (2) they emphasize the importance of the
causal model and the need to understand how a CHI achieves
its effects rather than simply measuring these effects, and (3)
and they formalize the description of CHIs in terms of core
functions and forms. While these standards apply formally to
PCORI-funded CER studies, they have broad applicability.
These standards focus on basic principles that are the foun-

dation of good clinical, behavioral, and health services re-
search. The standards state that researchers should describe
and justify the study’s approach at the initial phase of research
conception and design through the final phases of implemen-
tation and reporting. We pursued a balance between providing
enough guidance to ensure basic issues are addressed, without
requiring researchers to follow a specific method or approach.
Ample guidance exists elsewhere regarding how to
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operationalize the concepts outlined in these standards. Our
focus on key principles contributes to the field by providing a
straightforward approach to think through the design of com-
plex health intervention studies.
Our work led to the conclusion that the causal model is the

foundation of any complex health intervention study—as is
the case in most rigorous scientific research. It is not that the
causal model is more important in research on complex health
interventions. The issue is that the causal model has often been
poorly described, if described at all, and too often not appro-
priately used to guide study design, conduct, and interpreta-
tion. By definition, CHIs involvemultiple interacting activities
as well as interactions among patients, health professionals,
and other agents in the healthcare system. A CHI is variable in
its implementation and extremely sensitive to context. These
characteristics make defining the causal pathways difficult but
especially important. Failure to do so can lead to poorly
informed study decisions that do not reflect the fundamental
underlying assumptions of how the intervention is hypothe-
sized to work.
These new standards are the first to integrate the concepts of

core function and form into formal guidance for the study of
complex health interventions. Furthermore, by emphasizing
fidelity to core function rather than to form, these standards
aim to link the underlying purposes or goals of an intervention
(rather than its content or activities) to their role in the causal
pathway. This may lead to more consistency in how these
interventions are understood, described, implemented, and
categor ized. Another major contr ibut ion of the
CHI standards is the requirement to identify planned adapta-
tions a priori. While it is unrealistic to expect that all adapta-
tions can be identified in advance, the purpose of this guidance
is that the approaches to adaptation can generally be pre-
defined and incorporated into the overall plans for the study.
The inclusion of a process evaluation as a core part of a

CER study suggests a shift from documenting and comparing
to fully understanding and explaining outcomes in CER when
applied to complex health interventions. Often, the direct
comparison of two or more active CHIs will yield small differ-
ences in average effect size. In line with PCORI’s interest in
understanding the heterogeneity of treatment effects, a well-
designed process evaluation integrated into a comparative
effectiveness study of CHIs begins to answer the critical
questions of what worked for whom and why.
Our work has limitations. First, we used a systematic and

iterative process to develop the CHI standards, but we did not
follow a formal deliberative process (e.g., Delphi) to reach
consensus on the standards. We followed PCORI’s process for
Methodology Standards development, which integrates mul-
tiple opportunities for input and feedback on the work, includ-
ing involvement of the Methodology Committee, the PCORI
Board of Governors, external experts, and public comments.
The PCORI Methodology Standards are an evolving form of
guidance, to accommodate methodological advances, as well
as new and updated guidance.37 Second, because the standards

are not highly prescriptive, they rely on the expertise of
investigators to apply them within the context of specific
studies. While researchers are encouraged to seek and consult
existing guidance, research teams should incorporate relevant
expertise from the earliest planning stage of the study. It is the
process of thinking about each standard as it relates to the
evaluation at hand that can help mitigate common pitfalls and
oversights. PCORI has initiated activities to disseminate these
standards and provide educational resources to support their
implementation. It will be important to integrate these efforts
with initiatives undertaken by the broader community of CHI
researchers.
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